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SUMMARY

2

Bilateral Breast Cancer (BBC) is a rare clinical entity. BBC is termed as
Synchronous Breast Cancer (SBC) if second breast cancer occurs within 6
months and Metachronous Breast Cancer (MBC) if it occurs after 6 months of
diagnosis of first breast cancer. Unlike Unilateral Breast Cancer (UBC), there
is limited data regarding BBC in Indian population. Hence, we carried out
are retrospective single centre study. 5 years (Jan 2012-Dec 2016) data of
patients diagnosed with BBC retrieved from Institutional Cancer Registry. A
total of 34 cases of BBC were included in the study, of which 18 were SBC.
Mean age of presentation was 51 years, 64.7% being postmenopausal. First
tumour predominated in left breast (65%) with Invasive Ductal Carcinoma
as predominate histological type. Results showed 85%, 68% and 80% of
concordance in ER, PR and HER2 status between the first and second tumour,
respectively. Modified radical mastectomy was the most common surgical
treatment (65%) received by the patients. Adjuvant treatment was given to
70% of patients. Mean follow up period was 29 months, 15 patients had
disease free survival of 5 patients with recurrence, 3 were found to be SBC. SBC
show an increased incidence of distant metastasis (9 of 10) and significantly
poor overall survival, even early stage SBC showed poor overall survival. A
histobiological concordance assessment between the two tumours of MBC
and SBC with respect to ER, PR, HER2 status and histological type showed
similar pattern of concordance. Hence, ER, PR, HER2 status, histological types
and duration between first and second tumour may not be sufficient for
labelling second tumour as a new primary/ metastasis. Genetic profiling and
additional molecular approaches has to be applied to solve the debate.
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INTRODUCTION
The earliest case of Bilateral Breast Cancer (BBC) was reported
by William Nisbetin 1801 [1] and the first major paper on
the subject was written by Kilgore in 1921 [2]. Studies that
followed has shown that women with proven malignancy in
one breast have more than 2-fold higher risk of developing
cancer in contralateral breast [3, 4]. The overall incidence of
BBC is 4%-20% in patients with a primary breast cancer [5].
Primary breast cancer diagnosis at a young age, family history of
breast cancer, invasive lobular carcinoma, multi centricity of the
tumour and exposure to radiation are some of the risk factors
associated with BBC [6].
BBC as the name indicates is the occurrence of cancer in both
breasts and are classified as Synchronous Breast Cancer (SBC),
if cancers are detected simultaneously or within 6 months
of each other and as Metachronous Breast Cancer (MBC),
if tumour in second breast is detected after six months [7].
Chaudary et al. had categorized contralateral breast cancer
into metastatic lesion or second primary cancer based solely on
histopathologic criteria [8]. The biological relationship between
the two tumours of the BBC is still a matter of debate. Till
date no diagnostic methodology is available to differentiate
the second tumour as metastasis from the first tumour or a
second primary. To understand whether the Contralateral
Breast Cancer (CBC) is a metastatic lesion or a second primary
is highly important in biological perspective and therapeutic
aspects. Thus understanding biology of BBC has implications
in cancer treatment as well as pathogenesis of bilateral breast
carcinogenesis. Aim of the present study is to evaluate the
demographic, clinicopathologic, treatment and survival
characteristics of this rare entity and to perform a histobiologic
comparative analysis of the two tumours. Background of this
study is that unlike Unilateral Breast Cancer (UBC), there is
few data regarding BBC in Indian population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A retrospective single centre study of 5 years duration. Data of
patients diagnosed with BBC from a period of January 2012
to December 2016 were retrieved from Institutional Cancer
Registry and from archives of Pathology Department. All the
histological proven bilateral breast cancer patients with allege
group were included in the study. Cases with incomplete
pathological or clinical data were excluded from the study. Data
analysis was done using appropriate statistical methods.
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RESULTS
Clinical and demographic features
2833 women with invasive breast cancer were treated in our
hospital over 5 year period, out of which there were 34 confirmed
cases of Bilateral Breast Cancer (BBC). 16 patients belonged
to Metachronous Breast Cancer (MBC) and 18 patients to
Synchronous Breast Cancer (SBC) subtypes. The overall mean
age of presentation in BBC was 51 years. However; SBC and
MBC had a mean age of 53.5 and 49 respectively. 65% cases
belonged to post-menopausal age group. Out of 34 BBC cases,
28 (80%) were parous with more than one year history of breast
feeding. Only one patient had family history of breast cancer.
Primary tumour predominated in the left breast for MBC (14
cases) and right breast for SBC (10 cases).

Pathological features
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma-No Special Type (IDC-NST) was
the most common histologic type in both SBC and MBC. As
in glucose of invasive lobular carcinoma was observed a first
tumour in SBC. Discordance in histpathologic type of the first
and second tumour were observed in two cases (2/16) of MBC
and three cases (3/18) of SBC. Differences in tumour grades
were observed in 50% cases of BBC. In MBC, 56% (n=9)
showed differences in tumour grades, of which 5 cases showed
a higher grade in second tumour. In SBC 44% (n=8) showed
differences in tumour grades, of which 4 cases showed a higher
grade in second tumour. Lymph vascular emboli was present
in 7 MBC cases (n=6 in first and n=1 in second tumour) and
3 SBC cases (n=1 in first and n=2 in second tumour). Perineural
invasion was observed in one case each of first tumours of MBC
and SBC. In situ carcinoma in contralateral breast was seen in
7 cases of SBC and 4 cases of MBC (Table1).

Immunohistochemical (IHC) features
IHC study of Estrogen Receptor (ER) and Progesterone
Receptor (PR) was done in all cases. IHC of Her2 was done
in all 16 MBC cases and in 17 SBC cases (as second tumour
in one SBC was ductal carcinoma in situ). ER status showed a
concordance of 81% (n=13) in MBC and a concordance of 89%
(n=16) in SBC. PR status showed a concordance of 50% (n=8)
in MBC and a concordance of 83% (n=15) in SBC (Figure 1).
Her2 concordance was observed to be 75% (n=12) in MBC and
88% (n=15) in SBC (Table 1).

Treatment and survival

Fig. 1. A) PR concordance in bilateral breast cancer B) PR discordance in
bilateral breast cancer
Tab. 2. Survival data of
SBC and MBC
Lost FU
Alive Without Disease
Alive With Disease
Expired

MBC
3
8
3
2

SBC
2
7
6
3

Total
5
15
9
5

in only 3/34 (8%) cases and all 3 belonged to SBC subtype.
Distant metastasis was seen in 9 cases of SBC and a single case
of MBC. Lung was the predominant site of metastasis, the other
sites being bone, liver, brain, pancreas and ovaries. 50% of SBC
cases had poor prognosis with 6/18 (33%) patients alive with
disease and 3 persons (16%) succumbed to death (Table 2). Out
of 14 patients with poor disease free survival 9 cases were SBC
type and among that 9, 3 (33%) patients had early stage tumour,
however for MBC all were late stage tumour.

DISCUSSION

Studies have reported varying incidence of BBC in different
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy, surgery and adjuvant therapy populations-ranging from 1.3%-20% in patients with primary
were the main treatment modalities. Local recurrence was seen operable breast cancer [5]. The incidence of MBC and SBC
worldwide is also varied, ranging from 1% to as high as 21%
[9-12]. However, data from Indian population on incidence of
SBC
MBC
p
value
Tab. 1. Histobiologic
BBC is limited. According to Suryanarayana et al. incidence
concordance in MBC
Different 2
3
ER
0.64
and SBC cases
of BBC is 2.7% [13]. Naveen et al. reported an incidence of
Same
16
13
2.4% for SBC and 0.16% for MBC [14]. Selva kumar VP et al.
Different 3
8
PR
0.06
reported that BBC had an incidence rate of 3.3% with incidence
Same
15
8
of SBC and MBC being 2.1% and 1.2% respectively [15]. In our
4
Different 2
HER2
0.39
Same
15
12
study the incidence of BBC is only 1. 2% with incidence of SBC
1
Different 4
and MBC being 0.6% and 0.56% respectively [15]. We have
0.34
Histology
Same
14
15
observed anal most equal distribution of MBC (n=16) and SBC
22
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Tab. 3. Distribution of MBC and
SBC cases (second tumor as
new primary/metastasis from
primary tumour) according to
the criteria by Chaudhari et al.
[8]

Factors favoring second primary (Chaudhary et al.)
Second tumor with histology different from the first one
In situ component in second tumors
Histologic grade of second tumor is higher than that of first tumor
Absence of metastasis

(n=18) (with slight SBC predominance) which was contradictory
to the previous studies. In most western studies, an increased
incidence of MBC is noted [16]. The reason for our finding
might be similar to that of the study by Naveen et al. our cohort
being a recent one (5 years) with a short follow up period [14].
65% cases were post-menopausal in our study which includes
56% of MBC cases. Cook et al. found little variation, related
to menopausal status, except that women who were postmenopausal as a result of oophorectomy at initial breast cancer
diagnosis had are duction in the risk of contralateral breast
cancer compared to premenopausal women [17]. None of
the patients in our cohort had undergone oophorectomy. It is
reported that up to 39% of patients have positive family history
of breast cancer in BBC [14] compared to 5% positive family
history in unilateral cases [18, 19]. In our study only 2 cases
(6%) showed a positive family history and interestingly both
were of SBC subtypes.
An increased risk of contralateral breast cancer is associated
with primary breast cancer of invasive lobular histology [20].
Ironically in our study primary tumours were predominantly
IDC-NST subtype (91%) in both SBC and MBC.
According to Hislop et al. lobular carcinoma of the first primary
was associated with an increased risk of contralateral breast
cancer only among the synchronous cases (time interval between
the first and second primaries in his study was taken as 1 year)
but not among the metachronous cases [21]. A single case of
Invasive Lobular carcinoma was present in our study and was
synchronous.

MBC (%) Total=16 SBC (%) Total=18
2 (12.5)
4 (22)
4 (25)
6 (39)
5 (31)
4 (22)
15 (94)
9 (50)

If findings from our study of BBC, which is grouped solely on
the basis of the interval of occurrence of both tumours (SBC/
MBC) would strictly follow the criteria laid down by Chaudhari
et al. We could have easily grouped one as second primary
and the other as metastatic. But present study shows that each
criteria laid down by Chaudhary et al. [8] is shown by both SBC
and MBC (Table 3).
In our study we have made an interesting observation that early
stage with SBC had poor overall survival. It indicate that a
detailed prognostic markers has to studied for identify the poor
prognosis group in SBC.
The observations made in our study indicates that classifying
BBC based on time interval alone does not automatically
assign the second tumour as primary or secondary. In order
to validate this statement we attempted a histobiological
concordance assessment between the two tumours. Absence of
significant difference in concordance in ER, PR, HER2 status
and histological types between MBC and SBC indicate that it is
not possible to label second tumour as new primary/metastasis
based solely on time interval and histobiologic features.
As carcinogenesis include multistep process of acquiring
irreversible mutation that have causal association with neoplastic
phenotype, it is expected that mutation in the primary tumour
will be retained in corresponding metastasis and contralateral
chances which lack identical mutations are likely to be a second
primary [23]. Thus genetic profiling and additional molecular
approaches are to be applied mandatorily to solve the debate.

CONCLUSION
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